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論 文 題 目 Lexical pitch accent and duration modeling for neural end-to-end text-tospeech synthesis
Text-to-speech synthesis (TTS) is a task to transform texts into speech. End-to-end
TTS is one of the TTS frameworks, and its unique approach is characterized by using
only a single model to generate speech directly from texts. This feature of end-to-end
TTS makes contrast to conventional TTS framework called pipeline which consists of
multiple models specialized to one function to realize TTS. End-to-end TTS reduces the
burden of constructing TTS model without relying on complex labeling, and is therefore
promising to expand its applicability to many languages. On the other hand, the endto-end approach has limitation to learn every language or speech features implicitly.
This thesis focus on two lexical features of speech to improve end-to-end TTS: pitch
accents and phoneme duration. These two features have been treated by dedicated
models in traditional TTS frameworks. In contrast, existing end-to-end TTS methods
do not model these features explicitly and try to capture these features implicitly
without relying on any mechanism specialized for them.
In preliminary experiments, we show that some typical end-to-end TTS systems tend
to produce flat pitch when they are applied to English, which is intonation languages
in terms of prosodic description. In addition, end-to-end TTS systems fail to produce
correct pitch accents without any supervision for pitch accents when they are applied
to Japanese, which is pitch accent language in terms of prosodic description. We also
show that soft-attention, which is used for alignments in most end-to-end TTS methods,
is hard to avoid alignment errors which sometimes result in unacceptable quality of
synthetic speech. These experimental results motivated us to focus on pitch accent and
alignment modeling in end-to-end TTS.
This thesis proposes methods to incorporate a dedicated module to end-to-end TTS
to model these two features by using latent variable. For pitch accents, we introduce
pitch accent modeling to end-to-end TTS. We represent pitch accent latent variable in
the form of abstract tone contour patterns, which makes the latent space discrete. To
learn and model pitch accents, tone recognizer and tone predictor are introduced, and
all components are optimized jointly. Our method enables to predict pitch accents
without relying on labels during test phase. To enforce latent variable to represent
pitch accent information, we use supervision with tone contour labels during training.
In experiments, our method can generate moderately correct pitch accents without
relying on tone contour labels during test phase.

For alignment modeling, we develop end-to-end TTS method using discrete latent
alignments. As a first step, we handle alignments in acoustic frame level. We design
monotonic alignment by using transition variable to avoid fatal alignment errors. The
transition variable has two values, stay or proceed, which makes alignment structure
monotonic. The whole TTS model can be optimized by maximizing marginal likelihood
by marginalizing with respect to all possible alignments. Our experiments show that
this method successfully eliminates fatal alignment errors, but it still gives other kinds
of alignment errors such as overestimation of phoneme duration.
We advance the end-to-end TTS method incorporating alignment modeling by
constructing discrete latent alignments based on phoneme duration. Phoneme duration
ensures monotonic alignment structure, and it enables to model alignments more
efficiently compared with alignments represented in acoustic frame level because
phoneme duration sequences are much shorter than acoustic feature sequences. We
represent phoneme duration as discrete symbols in the number of acoustic frames.
Linguistic feature inputs can be aligned to acoustic feature outputs by upsampling
them based on phoneme duration. A duration recognizer, duration predictor, and forced
aligner are introduced to model phoneme duration, and all components are optimized
jointly. In experiments, our TTS method using phoneme duration modeling shows
higher naturalness of synthetic speech compared to existing TTS method using
duration predictor.
We use an identical framework to handle pitch accents and phoneme duration. Both
pitch accents and phoneme duration are lexical feature depending on linguistic units,
and can be represented in discrete symbols. We thus use conditional VQ-VAE (vector
quantized variational autoencoder) to model the two features as latent variable. We
show both pitch accents and phoneme duration can be handled with the conditional
VQ-VAE. We construct the pitch accent modeling by defining approximate posterior
with tone contour pattern labels, using tone recognizer as encoder, and utilizing tone
predictor as prior for VQ-VAE. We construct phoneme duration modeling by defining
approximate posterior with forced aligner, using duration recognizer as encoder, and
utilizing duration predictor as prior for VQ-VAE. There components have been used for
conventional TTS methods consisting of multiple models dedicated to a specific
functionality of TTS. Our method based on the conditional VQ-VAE enables for end-toend TTS to incorporate the conventional modules designed for a specific feature of
speech. This approach connects end-to-end TTS to conventional TTS methods to
compensate its disadvantages by using established ways of the conventional TTS while
keeping its advantage.

